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POSITIVE HARMONIC FUNCTIONS VANISHING
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HORN-SHAPED DOMAINS

DMITRY IOFFE AND ROSS PINSKY

Abstract. Denote points x e Rd+1 , d > 2 , by x = (p, 6, z), where p > 0 ,

6 e S¿_1 , and z e R. Let a: [0, oo) -» (0, oo) be a nondecreasing C2-

function and define the "horn-shaped" domain Í2 = {x = (p,0, z): \z\ <

a{p)} and its unit "cylinder" D = {x = (p, 8, z) € Í2: p < 1} . Under
appropriate regularity conditions on a, we prove the following theorem: (i)

If /°° a(p)/p2 dp = oo , then the Martin boundary at infinity for ¿A in Í2

is a single point, (ii) If /°° a(p)/p2 dp < oo , then the Martin boundary at

infinity for jA in Í2 is homeomorphic to Sd~l . More specifically, a sequence

{(pn, On, zn)}£Li C A satisfying lim,,-..» p„ = oo is a Martin sequence if

and only if lim,,_00 8„ exists on Sd~l . From (i), it follows that the cone

of positive harmonic functions in Í2 vanishing continuously on 9Í2 is one-

dimensional. From (ii), it follows easily that the cone of positive harmonic

functions on Q vanishing continuously on 9Í2 is generated by a collection of

minimal elements which is homeomorphic to Sd~l .

In particular, the above result solves a problem stated by Kesten, who asked

what the Martin boundary is for jA in fl in the case a{p) = 1 + py, 0 < y <

1 . Our method of proof involves an analysis as p —» oo of the exit distribution

on dD for Brownian motion starting from (p, 6, z) e Í2 and conditioned to

hit D before exiting Í2 .

1

Denote points x e Rd+l, d > 2, by x = (x, z), where jc 6 Rd and

z e R1. Consider \A in the "horn-shaped" domain Q = {x = (x, z) G

Rd+1: \z\ < a{\x\)}, where a: [0, oo) -» (0, oo) is a C2-function. Since dQ.

is a smooth boundary (Lipschitz would be enough), it follows from a result

of Hunt and Wheeden [3] that every Euclidean boundary point on 9ÎÎ may

be identified with a distinct Martin boundary point. Thus, the interesting part

of the Martin boundary for jA in £2 is the "Martin boundary at infinity",

that is, the part of the Martin boundary arising from sequences {xn}™=l c Q

satisfying lim,,-^ \xn\ = oo, or, in terms of positive harmonic functions, the

part of the Martin boundary which corresponds to positive harmonic functions

on Q which vanish on 9fi. We will give a probabilistic proof of the following

theorem, the motivation and intuition for which is discussed below.
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Theorem 1. Let £2 = {x = (x, z) e Rd+l: \z\ < a(\x\)}, where 0 < a e

C2([0oo)) satisfies

(i) a'>0;
(ii) a(p)/p is nonincreasing;

(iii) a"<0;
(iv) the curvature k{p) = -a"(p)/( 1 + {a'{p))2)i/2 is nonincreasing and sat-

isfies linip^oo a{p)k(p) = 0.

Let p - \x\ and 6 = x/\x\ e Sd~l denote polar coordinates for x e Rd .

(a) If J°° a(p)/p2 dp - oo, then the Martin boundary at infinity for jA in

Q consists of a single point.

(b) If J°° a(p)/p2 dp < oo, then the Martin boundary at infinity for jA in

Í2 is isomorphic to Sd~l. More specifically, a sequence {(p„ , 6„, zn)}^Lx

c Í2 satisfying lim«-,,^ pn = oo is a Martin sequence if and only if

lim^oo 6n exists in Sd~*.

Remark 1. The statement of the theorem is actually a refined version of an

open problem suggested by Harry Kesten [5]. Kesten suggested studying the

case a(p) = 1 + py, with 0 < y < 1. We thank John Taylor for bringing this

to our attention.

Remark 2. The conditions on a allow, for example, a(p) = py + 1, with 0 <

y < 1, or a{p) = py/{\og(p +1))0 + 1, with 0 < y < 1 and -oo < ô < oo, with

y = 0 and ô < 0 or with y = 1 and S > 0. In particular, if a(p) = py + 1,
then the Martin boundary at infinity is isomorphic to Sd~l if 0 < y < 1, and

is a single point if y — 1. If a(p) = p/(log(p + 2))s + 1, then the Martin

boundary at infinity is isomorphic to Sd~l if ô > 1 and is a single point if

0<S< 1.

Remark 3. It is easy to see that, due to symmetry considerations, in case (b)

every Martin boundary point at infinity is a minimal Martin boundary point.

Thus, in case (a) there is exactly one minimal positive harmonic function in

Q which vanishes on <9Q, while in case (b) the class of such functions is

isomorphic to Sd~l .

Remark 4. In fact, we know how to amend the proofs to cover the case in which

o! < 0,  a" > 0,  a(p)/p is nonincreasing,  mip>q a(p)/a{ôp) > cô, for all

0 < ô < 1 and some c > 0, and a curvature condition similar to condition (iv)

is imposed. This would allow, for example, a{p) - {p+\)y, with -1 < y < 0.

Remark 5. Conditions (i) and (ii) in fact follow automatically from condition

(iii) and the positivity of a ; they have been expressed explicitly in the statement

of the theorem because they will be referred to frequently in the sequel.

The probabilistic connection to Theorem 1 is as follows.   Let D — {x =

(x, z) e Í2: \x\ < 1} denote the unit "cylinder" in Q. Let Pj denote (d +
1 )-dimensional Wiener measure centered at x € Í2 and let X(t) denote the

corresponding Brownian motion. Define tq = inf{i > 0: X(t) £ Q} and

aD = inf{i > 0: X(t) € D). Let h{x) = Px{od < tn) and define the h-

transformed measure F| by

PJ!({X(t) ,0<t<aD}e-) = Pz({X(t) ,0<t<aD}e -\aD < xa).
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That is, Pj is the measure corresponding to Brownian motion in Q, condi-

tioned to hit D before exiting Q. As is well known [2], P| is the diffu-

sion measure corresponding to the A-transformed operator \Ah defined by

jAam = j¡ • jA(hu). Define the harmonic probability measure /¿| on dD by

pt(dy) = Pà(X(aD) € dy) = Py{X{oD) e dy\aD <xa),    for x e Q - D.

The following theorem, which is a special case of [7, Theorem 1], relates the

Martin boundary for ^A in Q to the harmonic measures p!±.

Theorem A. Let {x„}£L, cfl-fl satisfy lim,,-^ |;c„| = oo. Then {x«}^ is

a Martin sequence if and only if w- lim,,-,,^ pÀ   exists.
Xfi

Remark. [7, Theorem 1] actually deals with more general operators than jA,

but the domains Í2 and D above are replaced respectively by Rd and any
compact domain with a smooth boundary. One can check that the same proof

goes through with Q and D. (See [8, Proposition 8.7.1] for a similar result.)

We will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let Q = {x = {x, z) e Rd+l: \z\ < a{\x\), where a: [0, oo) -»

(0, oo) satisfies

(i) a'>0,
(ii) a(p)/p is nonincreasing,

(iii) a"<0,
(iv) The curvature k(p) = -a"(p)/(l + {a'(p))2)3/2 is nonincreasing and

satisfies lim^oo a(p)k(p) = 0.

Let (p, 6) denote the spherical coordinates for x e Rd and let {xn}^L\ =

{{pn , 0n , Zn)}„Z\ C fí satisfy limn-oo Pn = OO .

(a) If ¡°° a{p)/p2 dp-oo, then w-lim„_00(u'!„  Ñ     , exists.

(b) If J00 a(p)/p2 dp < oo, then w-lim^oo/^ 6n    . exists if and only if

limn^oo Qn exists in Sd~x.

Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem A and Theorem 2.

In the case a(p) = c, the domain Q is a strip. The case of a general strip

of the form Rd x A, where A c Rm is a bounded domain with a smooth

boundary, is treated in [8, Theorem 8.6.6 and Proposition 8.8.1]. (The case of

a general strip of the form Rd x A, where A c Rm is a bounded domain with

a Lipschitz boundary, has been treated by analytic methods in [9].) Restricting

to the present strip for the sake of exposition, what is shown in [8] is that w-

linin^oo/i^ gn Zn converges if and only if lim„^oo 6n exists on Sd~x. That is,

as the initial point x„ - (pn, 9n, zn) e Q, approaches infinity, the harmonic

measure on the boundary dD of the cylinder D for Brownian motion starting

from xn and conditioned to hit dD before exiting the strip Q is such that its

angular component dd does not ergodize but its dz-component does ergodize.

As can be seen clearly in [8], the reason for this is that the conditioning intro-

duces a drift, bounded between two negative constants, into the /^-component
of the process. Therefore, the expected time it takes the conditioned Brownian

motion to reach 3D starting from x e Q is on the order \x\ for large |x|. For
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classical diffusion, this order would be, of course, |x|2 and in fact this is essen-

tially the minimal order necessary for the 0-component to ergodize. Thus, the

motivation and intuition for Theorem 1 is as follows. The larger the function

a is, the less of an effect the conditioning ought to have. The angular compo-

nent should ergodize only if the conditioning is so minimal that the conditioned

Brownian motion behaves over large distances more or less like unconditioned

Brownian motion. Theorem 2 then identifies the critical growth rate of a .

Consider now for a moment the situation in which rim¿,_,00 a(p) = 0. Re-

mark 4 following Theorem 1 indicates that, at least under the condition imposed

there, the Martin boundary is still isomorphic to Sd~l. The condition in Re-

mark 4 allows for decay on an order no faster than 1 /p. Regardless of how fast

fl(-) decays, one still expects, of course, that the 0-component will not ergodize.

However, if «(•) decays sufficiently fast, the conditioned Brownian motion will

be catapulted inward from infinity in finite time, which may lead one to sus-

pect that the z-component will no longer ergodize. On the other hand, the fact

that z is confined to such a narrow range for large p might allow for a kind

of "instantaneous" ergodization at infinity thereby rendering the finite entrance

time from infinity irrelevant. We suspect that the z-component will ergodize

no matter how fast a(-) decays.

The conditions imposed on the function «(•) in Theorems 1 and 2 prevent

much local fluctuation and also prevent superlinear growth. However, the prob-

abilistic intuition above suggests that such restrictions should not be necessary.
Unfortunately, a comparison of probabilities with different /z-transforms re-

quires comparing ratios of probabilities and this is usually quite difficult. We

make the following conjecture.

Conjecture. Let Í2 = {x = (x, z) e Rd+l : \z\ < a(\x\)}, where a: [0, oo) ->

(0, oo) is continuous and let Q,, /' = 1, 2, be two domains satisfying the

conditions of Theorem 1.

(i) If the Martin boundaries at infinity for Qi and Q2 are both isomorphic

to Sd~} , and Q1CÍÍCÍÍ2, then the Martin boundary at infinity for
fí is also isomorphic to Sd^i .

(ii) If the Martin boundaries at infinity for i^   and Q2  are both single

points, and Cl\ c £2 c ÍÍ2, then the Martin boundary for £2 is also a

single point.
(iii) If the Martin boundary at infinity for Q\ is a single point, and Qi c £2,

then the Martin boundary at infinity for Q is also a single point.

(iv) If the Martin boundary at infinity for Qi is isomorphic to Sd~l and

Qciii, then the Martin boundary at infinity for Q is also isomorphic
to Sd~l.

More ambitiously, perhaps the sandwiching is unnecessary and the integral
condition determines the Martin boundary at infinity for all domains Q of the

form specified in the conjecture. As additional support for these conjectures

which state, more or less, that local boundary fluctuations do not affect the

Martin boundary at infinity, consider domains in R2 of the form Q = {(x, y) e

R2 : a(x) < y < b{x)} , where a(x) < b(x). If a(x) = 0 and b(x) = 1, then the
Martin boundary at infinity consists of two points [8, Theorem 8.6.6]. Thus, an

application of the Riemann mapping theorem shows that the minimal Martin
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boundary at infinity must be two points for any domain of the form Q.

In §2, we prove Theorem 2. The strategy is as follows. It is quite untenable

to work directly with Q-D, the horn-shaped domain minus its "unit cylinder".

Thus, we make a change of variables to map Q - D to a strip minus its unit
cylinder. The change of variables is of the form r - r(p, z), with r{\, z) - \

and rp > 0, and w - w(p, z), with w(p, ±a(p)) = ±1 and wz > 0; the

0-variable is left untouched. The image of Q - D is

l={(r,6,w):r>l, 6 e Sd~l, |w| < 1}.

Of course, this domain simplification exacts a price—the Laplacian must be re-

placed by a more general second-order elliptic operator. By making a judicious
choice for the change of variables (r and w are chosen to be conjugate har-

monic functions), the principal part of the operator which replaces the Laplacian
will still be in a relatively simple form. After dividing out by a certain scalar, this

operator is given by (2.1). We now consider the diffusion on I corresponding

to L as in (2.1) and conditioned to reach {r - 1} before reaching {|io| = 1} .
By Doob's theory, this conditioned diffusion corresponds to an ¿-transformed
operator, Lh°, where ho = ho(r, w) is an appropriate L-harmonic function.

Let fr*°0 w denote the harmonic probability measure on {r - 1} corresponding

to the condition diffusion starting from (r, 6, w) e X. To prove Theorem 2,

we must study the behavior of i/^°e w as r -* oo. By (2.1), it follows that the

0-component of the conditioned diffusion may be represented in skew-product

form; thus v^e w has a skew-product decomposition. Using a blend of analyt-

ical and probabilistic arguments, the coefficients of L in (2.1) can be estimated

in terms of a(-). Using the skew-product representation and the estimates on

the coefficients of L in terms of a(-), we are able to relate the behavior of

vr°e w as r —► oo to the behavior of a(-) • Most of the "hard" work is done

in Lemmas 1 and 5. In particular, the methods used in the proof of Lemma 1

may be of some independent interest and may be useful with regard to some

related problems.

2. proof of Theorem 2

We begin with a change of variables that will reduce the geometry to a strip.

Let w(p, z) denote the solution to \{wpp + wzz) = 0 in {(/>, z): p > 1,

\z\ < a(p)}, with w(p, ±a{p)) = ±1, for p > 1, and wp(l, z) = 0, for
\z\ < a(l). We make the change of variables (/?, 0, z) -+ (r, 6, w), where
r = 1 on p = 1 and dr = wzdp - wp dz . In the new variables, the domain

Q - D takes the form I ; that is, X is a strip minus its unit cylinder. In

(r, 8, iu)-coordinates, \A takes the form (after division by |Vw|2)

192      1  d2 {d-\)wz     d

2dr2 +2dw2 +2p\Vw\2(p,z)dr

wP(p,z)       d_ 1 A

2p\Vw\\p,z)dw     2p2\Vw\2{p, z)  sd~' '

where Asd-\ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Sd~l .

The following lemma will play a crucial role.
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Lemma 1. There exist constants c\, c2 > 0 such that for p > 1 and \z\ < a(p),

(i) ci/a{p) < wz(p, z) < c2/a{p), and

(ii) \wp{p,z)\<c2/a{p).

Proof. Let n denote the outward unit normal vector of {(/?, z): \z\ < a(p)}

at \z\ = a{p). We begin by showing that there exist constants y\, y2 > 0 such

that

(2.2)        yi/a(p)<—(p,z)<y2/a{p),    for p > 1 and z = a(p).

By the Hopf maximum principle, dw/dn > 0 ; thus it is in fact enough to prove

(2.2) for large p. Letpo > 1 and define xo = (po, a(po)).

We consider first the upper bound in (2.2). By conditions (i) and (iii) (or

by condition (ii)) on a(p) in Theorem 2, we have sup/)>1 a'(p) < oo. Using

condition (ii), a simple calculation reveals that we may choose a c e (0, 1] such

that, for all large po , the />-component of xo + ca(po)n(xo) is larger than 1.

Let xm = xq + ca(po)n(xo). We may also choose a y > 0 such that the ball

B = B(xm, (c + y)a(po)) of radius (c + y)a(po) centered at xm lies completely

in {(p, z) : z > 0}. Let G - B n {(p, z) : p > 1 and z < a{p)}. Define

v(x) = w(x) log( 1 + y/c) + log |x -xm\, for x e G, and note that v is harmonic

in G for the operator \{d2¡dp2 + d2/dz2). Thus, by the maximum principle,

v attains its minimum in G at a point on dG. Now dGn {p = 1} may or

may not be empty; however, in any case, v cannot attain its minimum on G at

a point in dGn{p — 1} . Indeed, since the /^-component of xm is larger than

1, it follows that dv/dp < 0 on dG (~l {p = 1}. By symmetry, w(p, z) > 0

if z > 0. By condition (iii) on a(p) in Theorem 2, a(p) is concave; thus
|x - xm\ on {z = a(p)} attains its minimum uniquely at xo. Therefore,

since dG n {z < 0} = 0, it is easy to see that v restricted to dG n {p > 1}
attains its minimum at xp_. We conclude from these considerations that v

attains its minimum on G at xq . Thus dv/dn(xo) < 0 or, equivalently,

(log(l -I- y/c))dw/dn{xo) < l/ca(po). This proves the upper bound in (2.2).

We now turn to the lower bound in inequality (2.2). This time, let xm =

x0-la(p0)(l + (a'(po))2)l/2h(x0) and let B = B(xm , \a{p0){\ +(a'(¿>0))2)1/2) •

We first show that, for large po, B n {p < 2} — 0 . A simple calculation reveals

that

inf{p: (p,z)eB} = p0 + ¿a(po)a'(po) - \a{p0){\ + (a'(p0))2)1'2.

By conditions (i) and (iii) on a(p) in Theorem 2, lim^oo a'(p) exists, and by

condition (ii), lim/)_00 a(p)/p exists. A little calculus then shows in fact that

for large p0, M{p: (p, z) e B) > \p0.
We now show that the curve {z = a(p), p > 1} intersects dB only at Xo.

Recall that the radius of curvature R{po) is given by R(po) = l/k(po). By

condition (iv) on a(p) in Theorem 2, for large po, the radius of B is less

than the radius of curvature R{po) ■ Therefore, in a neighborhood of Xo , the

curve lies above dB. Now assume that {z = a(p), p > 1} n dB n {p > po} ^

0 and let x\ = {p\, a{p\)) denote the point in that intersection whose p-

coordiante is the smallest. Then at some point on the curve between xo and

Xi , the curvature must be larger than the curvature of dB. But the curvature

of dB is the reciprocal of its radius and, thus, is larger than k(po). This would
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contradict the monotonicity property of the curvature in condition (iv). Now

assume that {z = a(p), p > 1} n dB n {p < p0} ¿ 0 and let xi = {p\, a{p\))
denote the point in that intersection whose /^-coordinate is the largest. Since
ßn{/?<2} = 0,the above intersection must contain at least two points; let
X2 = {pi> a{Pi)) be another point of the intersection. Then at some point on

the curve between xi and xo , the curvature must be larger than the curvature

of dB, while at some point on the curve between X2 and Xi, the curvature

must be smaller or equal to the curvature of dB. Again, this contradicts the

monotonicity of the curvature in condition (iv). We conclude then that the

curve {z = a(p), p > 1} intersects dB only at xo .

The z-component of xm is given by -\a(po). Let G = B n {z > 0} c {0 <

z < a(p), p > 2} and define

v(x) = Kj(x)log3(l + (a'(po))2)1/2-log|x-xm|   on G.

Since v is harmonic for \{d2¡dp2 + d2/dz2), it obeys the maximum principle

in G; therefore v attains its maximum in G on dG. On dGn {z — 0},

v < -logja(po) since w = 0 and log|x - xm\ > log^a(po). It is easy to see

that on dG n dB , v attains its maximum at xo and

v(x0) = log3(1 + (a'(po))2)^2 -log|a(/)o)(l + (tf'(/>o))2)1/2 = -log^a(p0).

From these considerations, we conclude that v attains its maximum in G at

xo . Thus dv/dn(xo) > 0 or, equivalently,

(log3(l + (0'(/>o))2)1/2Azo)>
dn" »>- ¡a(po)(l + (a'(p0))2y/2'

Since sup^^, a'(p) < oo , this proves the lower bound in (2.2).

Since

\ dw _ a' dw
Wy = (1 + (a>)2y/2^n~   and   Wp~ (I + (a>)2y/2~dh~ '

it follows from (2.2), symmetry considerations, and the fact that sup,,>i a'(p) <

oo that there exist positive constants y\ and y2 such that

,,,, yi/a(p) < wz < y2/a(p) ,.  .       , s t1
(2.3) '"   yHI-,    i~    / ,i    on { z\ = a{p) and p > 1}.

\wp\ < y2/a(p) u  '       vp/        y      i

To prove the lemma, we must extend the estimates in (2.3) to the interior,

{\z\ < a(p) and p > 1} (with new constants C\ and c2 in place of y\ and 72)-

Note that wz and u;,, are both harmonic for the operator ±(d2/dp2+d2/dz2).

We will prove the extension of (2.3) to the interior for wz ; the proof for wp

is very similar to the proof that wz < c2/a(p) in the interior.

Let M = {(p, z): \z\ < a{p) and p > 1} and let u = wz. Then

Ud2/dp2 + d2/dz2)u = 0

in A/, up = 0 on dAf n{/?= 1}, and, by (2.3),

(2.4) yl/a(p)<u(p,z)<y2/a(p)   on dM-{p= I}.
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Let {p{t), z{t)) be a two-dimensional Brownian motion on {{p, z): p > 1}

with reflection at {p = 1} and let PPtZ and EPtZ denote probabilities and

expectations for the Brownian motion starting at (p, z). Define

r = inf{i>0: \z{t)\ = a{p{t))}.

Then

(2.5) u(p, z) = EPtZu(p(T), z(t)).

We first prove the lower bound, that is, u(p, z) > c\/a(p). Let A(p) —

{(//, z) e Af: /?/2 < // < 3/2/)} and let xA{p) = M{t > 0: (p(t), z(t)) i
A(p)} . From condition (ii) on a(p) in Theorem 2, it follows that

(2.6) sup^^<A:,    forfc>l.
p>\  a\P)

From (2.4)-(2.6) and the fact that a is nondecreasing (condition (i) on a(p)

in Theorem 2), the lower bound in the lemma will follow if we prove that

(2.7) inf   />/,,r(Ti4W = T)>c>0,    for large/).
\z\<a(p)

Now fix po and define

B{po) = {(p ,z)eR2: po/2 <p< 3/2p0 and \z\ < a(3/2p0)}.

Since a is nondecreasing, A(p0) c B(po). Let tB(Po) = inf{t > 0: (p(t), z{t))

i B(p0)}. Clearly,

(2.8) PPo,z(rA{Po) = T) > ^0,z(|z(tb(/)o))| = a(3/2po)).

Define

.       . . . 7t exp(sz//)0) + exp(-rtz//)o)
V(/), Z) =COS(p- Po)-;-,,,-     /■     '   ,-7^7^-r.-r.

Po exp(na(3/2po)/po) + exp{-na(3/2p0)/po)

Then {d2/3p2 + d2/dz2)v = 0 and 0 < v < 1 in 5(p0) • Also D = 0on

/> = /)0/2 and on p = 3/2p0 . Therefore,

Pp0,z(\z(TB{Po))\ = a(3/2po)) > v{po, z)

(2-9)_exp{nz/po) + exp(-nz/p0)_

" exp(na(3/2po)/po) + exp(-na(3/2p0)/po) '

Now (2.7) follows from (2.8) and (2.9) and condition (ii) on a{p) in Theorem

2.
We now turn to the upper bound. Introduce the polar coordinates 5 =

(p2 + z2)1/2 and <f> = tan-1(z//>) and let (s(t), <p(t)) denote the Brownian mo-

tion (p(t), z(t)) in polar coordinates. By condition (ii) on a(p) in Theorem

2, it follows that there exists a c> 0 such that a(p) < cp, for all p > 1. Now

fix po and let m > 1 be a real number to be fixed later on. Let <f>o = tan-1 c

and <¡í>i = tan_1(c + 1). Define

A{po) = {{s,(p):s> po/m,  \<p\<<t>\)

and let xA(Po) = inf{t > 0: (/>(/), z(0) ^ ^(/^o)} ■ Define

cos(ii(po/2<j)i) 2(f> i
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i ( 32     d2 \      \ ( d2    \ d     id2,
Then

2 \dp2 ' dz2J " ~ 2 \ds2 ' sds ' s2d(j>2,

and v > 0 in A(p0). Also, v = 0 on <j> = ±<f>{, v(p0/m, (f>) > 1, for \<p\ < <f>0.
and lim^ooi^s, <j>) = 0. Therefore,

(2.10) sup   ^0>z (j(t) < ^) < sup «(/>„, <l>) < cm-*!2^ .
\z\<a(p0) V ml       |*|<to

Using the strong Markov property and iterating (2.10) gives

(2.11) sup   Pp. z (s{t) <-^-)< (—^r)" ,        n > 1.

Now if (p, z) e M, then |z| < cp and, thus, s < vTTc2/?. Using this and
(2.11), we have

(2.12)

Ppo'z (vTT^m«+> - P{T) - vTT?m"j

From (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.12), and the fact that a(p) is nondecreasing, we

obtain

(2.13)
u{po, z) = EPOtZu(p(r), z(t))

<
72

a{p{\ +c2)~l/2m

oo

-n    2^,\mTiß^x) a

72

<

Ï2

a{p)

Ï2

a(p)

a(p)

a(/)(l+c2)-1/2m-i)

oo

^"^Im^J   fl(p(l

(/>(!+ c2)-'/2w-"-1)

a(/>)

(/>(! + C2)-'/2m-«-l)

vT+ ̂
oo

«=i

Since 7t/2(/3i > 1, by picking m sufficiently large, the infinite series on the
right-hand side of (2.13) converges. This gives the upper bound and completes

the proof of the lemma.

Let p(r) solve

p' = a(p),    r>\,        ?(1) = 1.

Let p(r,w) denote the original variable p as a function of the new variables
r and w .

Lemma 2. There exist constants C\, c2 > 0 such that

(2.14) cip{r) < p(r, w) < c2~p{r),    for (r, w) € (1, oo) x (-1, 1).

Proof. Since dr = wz(p, z)dp - wp{p, z)dz and dw = wz(p, z)dz +

Wp{p, z)dp, we obtain

dp = ——^{p, z)dr+ ._   ,,(/?, z)au;.

The lemma now follows easily from Lemma 1.
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The next lemma estimates the coefficients of L in (2.1) in terms of the

variable r.

Lemma 3. There exist constants C\, c2 > 0 such that the following inequalities

hold for

{(/?, z): p > 1 and \z\ < a(p)} = {(r, w): r > 1 and \w\ < 1}.

p(r)    - p\Vw\2(p,z)~  ¿   p(r)   '

(ii)
Wp{p, z)

p\Vw\2(p, z)

(1U) Cl l"WT)   - P^w\2(p,z) * C2 [~W)

Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2 and (2.6).

For the rest of this paper, Pfie,w and Eri6tW will denote probabilities and

expectations for the diffusion process (r(t), 6(t), w(t)) corresponding to the

operator L in (2.1). Let ar = inf{t > 0: r(t) = r} and let t =

inf{i > 0: \w{t)\ = 1}. Define ho{r, 6 ,w) = Pr,e,w{°\ < t) . In the sequel, we
will write ho{r, w) since ho does not depend on 8 . Define the Ärj-transformed

measure Pf°e w by

Prh?e>w({(r(t),e(t),w(t)),0<t<ol}e-)

= Pr,8,w({(r(t) , 0(0 , W(t)) , 0 < t < (Ji} G .|a, < t) .

The measure Pf°e w corresponds to the /z0-transformed operator Lh° defined

by I>m = L{h0u)/ho. Finally, let

"r%,u,(rfö'> dw') = Pr%,J0(°i) e de'. »("O € ¿«/')

denote the harmonic measure on Sd~l x (-1, 1) for the conditioned process.

Recall that X = {(r, 6, w): r > 1, 0 e^1 , |w| < 1}. To prove the theorem,

in terms of the coordinates (r, 0, to), what we must show is the following:

/°° a(n\-±Kr-dp = oo, then w- lim i/° „  ,„  exists for every
P2 "^o°   '».»».«'»

sequence {(/■„ , 0„ , ty„)}~ ! c X which satisfies lim rn = oo.

If  /    -M^ dp < oo, then w- lim i/*° „  „, exists for a
y P n->oo   r"<°i>w"

(2.15b) sequence {(r„, 0„, w^)}?!, c X which satisfies lim rn — oo
n—>oo

if and only if lim 0„ exists on Sd~l.
n—»oo

Before proving (2.15), we still need two more lemmas.
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Lemma 4. Let {(r„, 9„, iun)}£li ci, be a sequence satisfying lim„_00 r„ = oo.

Then the second marginal distribution,

<%„,„>(*!) 6 dw) = f     ^6nWn(dd,dw),
Jsä-'

of v," a  .„   converges in the total variation norm as n->oo.

Proof. Let y{r%¡w(dw') = P?°e,w(w(o„) g dw'), for r > n, 0 e Sd~l, and

w G (-1, ). Then, by using the coupling technique employed in [6], it is

enough to show that there exist constants C\, c2 > 0 such that

(2.16)
dy(n)  a

C\ <     ¿I' < c2 >    for all « > 1, 0, 0' G Sd~l, and w, w' G (-1, 1).

(See Theorem 4(h) and its proof in [6].)

Let / > 0 be a smooth function on (-1, 1) and let

uH(r,8,iv) = J Aw')yMtW{dw'),

for r > n, 6 e Sd~l, and w G (-1, 1). Then un is the minimal positive

solution of lSun = 0 in (n, oo) x Sd~l x (-1, 1) and u„{n, 6, w) = f(w).

Note that un does not depend on 6 . Thus, we will write u„(r, w). Now (2.16)

is equivalent to

un(n + 1, w) , n       .   ,
C\ < —t--.-77 < c2, where C\, c2 > 0 are independent of

(2.17) un(n + l, w )

n > 1, w, w' G (-1, 1), and/.

Let vn = u„ho- Then v„ is the minimal positive solution of Lv„ - 0 in

(n, oo) xS^-1 x (1, 1), v„(n, 6, w) = u„(n, w)ho(n, w), and v„(r, 0, ±1) =

0. Since vn does not depend on 0, we will write vn(r, w). We have

u„(n + 1, w)      v„(n + 1, w) ho(n + 1, w')

u„(n + 1, w')     vn(n + 1, w') h0(n + 1, w)

The operator L, when restricted to the variables r and w , has one half the

Laplacian as its principal part and, by Lemma 3, has uniformly bounded first-

order terms. Since v„ and ho depend only on r and w, it follows from

Harnack's inequality and the boundary Harnack principle [1] that there exist

constants C\, c2 > 0 independent of n > 1, w, w' G (-1, 1), / such that

hp{n + 1, w)      vn(n + 1, w) h0(n+ 1, w)

Clh0(n + \,w')~ vn(n + 1, w') ~ C2h0(n + 1, w') '

This gives (2.17).

Lemma 5. Let {(rn, 8„ , wn)}™=l c X be a sequence satisfying lim,,-.«, rn — oo.

(i) IfS°°a(p)/p2dp = œ,then tf a2(p(r(s))/p2(r(s))ds under P*^^
converges in distribution as n -* oo to the atom at infinity.

(ii) IfJ°°a(p)/p2dp < (X), then jQa> a2(p(r(s))/p2(r(s))ds under P^^

is tight on [0, oo ) as «-»oo.
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Proof. By a change of variables, ¡™a(p)/p2dp - /0°° a2(p(s))/~p2(s)ds. By

condition (ii) on a{p) in Theorem 2, it follows that a2Çp(s))/p2(s) is monotone

nonincreasing in 5. Thus, we can restate the integral condition as a condition

on an infinite series:

(2.18) If the condition in part (i) holds, then V ü ?^^ = 00.

(2.19) If the condition in part (ii) holds, then V a^n^ < 00.

tí  pW
Part (i). To prove part (i), we will show that

(2.20) lim sup E)\ exp (- f ' ^f^ ds)=0.

Let yn = a„-\ A an+\ A t and let ^„ = a2(~p(n))/p2(n). Then, clearly

(2.21) E*w exp f- f fl2_g^f ds) < f[    sup    i*-.^».
\   •><>      /> (r(j))       y     ¿5«6(-i,i)     '

Í—+ LJ (^»'Aoir.u;)) = -Ane-A"'ho{r, w),

we have

^.i"^* = hít]     ,En¡we-A"+<y»ho(r(yn),w(yn))

(2-22) ^"'^      1
= 1-^n+lj,  ,„    „.N^n.u»  /     AoCW.U'ís))«?   ""+lî ¿S .

«0V" > w) Jo

We may assume without loss of generality that

(2.23) limAn = 0.
n—>oo

By (2.18), £~ , ¿„ = 00. Therefore, (2.20) will follow from (2.21) and (2.22)
if we show that

(2.24) liminf^—1--EH w [ " h0(r{s), w(s))e-A"^s ds > 0.
«^00  h0(n, w)     'J0

We have

1 fy"
-rj——rEn,w       h0(r(s),w(s))e-A^sds
«0(tt, w) Jo

h  ir,    ,n\En>w  / Ao^í),«;^)^-^^
"0l" > WJ Jo

e-\ ry»Al/A"+i

>

(2.25) - h0{n,W)

ryn/\i/An+l

En,w / Ao(r(s), w(s))ds
Jo

>
e-\ ri.

En,w /    h0{r(s), w{s))ds
Joh0(n,w) Jo

I \
- e  '        sup     h0(r, w')

I n-\<r<n+\
\  -\<w'<l /

ho(n,w)En'w7nl{y">l/A^}
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We will show that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.25) is bounded

below by a positive constant and that the second term converges to zero as

K-»oo, uniformly in w .

Let Be(r, w) denote the ball of radius e centered at (r,w). For e > 0,

there exists a constant c > 0 independent of r and w such that

Pr,w({r(t), w(t)) G Be(r, w)ÎotO<î<\)>c,

[ '    ' if BE(r, w) c (I, oo) x (-1, 1).

This can be proved easily by applying the Cameron-Martin transformation to

Brownian motion and using the Schwarz inequality, the fact that the drift co-

efficients in L are uniformly bounded, and the fact that the result is true for

Brownian motion. From (2.26) and Harnack's inequality, it follows that for w

away from ±1 and n > 1, the first term on the right-hand side of (2.25) is

bounded below by a positive constant. We must extend this to w near ± 1.

For the rest of the proof of this lemma, whenever we write L, what we

actually mean is the restriction of L to functions depending only on r and
w . We will only work with the Markov process (r(t), w(t)) ; thus we will write

Pr\ and E?% for P^e w and E^6w. Let b{{r,w) and b2{r,w) denote

the coefficients of d/dr and d/dw, respectively, in the operator L. It is

easy to show that wp(p, z) < 0 for 0 < z < a(p) and wp(p, z) > 0 for
-a(p) < z < 0. (Apply the maximum principle to the harmonic function wp
and use symmetry.) Similarly, wz(p, z) > 0 for -1 < w < 1. Therefore,

b2{r,w) < 0 for 0 < w < 1 and b2(r,w) > 0 for -1 < w < 0, and

b\(r,w)>0 for -1 < w < 1. Let c\ = supr>¡ _1<u;<1 èi(r, w). Define the

operator

^ = 2{dT2 + dw-2)+CiSgn{r-n)dr

and let Pf"w denote probabilities for the diffusion corresponding to sén . Let

u„(r, w) - Pf^w{w(t) = 0 for some / < ff„_i/2 A <t„+i/2 A t) .

Then s¡í„un = 0 in (n - \, n + ¿) x (0, 1), u„(n ± \, w) = 0, un(r, 1) = 0,

and u„(r, 0) = 1. Note that, in fact, u„ is independent of n. Thus, by the

Hopf maximum principle, there exists a c > 0 such that un(n, w) > c(l - w)

for 0 < w < 1 and n > 1. Let

v„(r, w) = Prw{w(t) = 0 for some / < ct„-i/2 A on+l/2 A t).

Then Lvn = 0 in (n - \, n + ¿) x (0, 1), v„{n ± \, w) = 0, v„(r, 1) = 0,

and v„(r, 0) = 1. We have

L{vn-un) = {cisgn{r-n)-bi{r, w))(un)r - b2(r, w){un)w .

Using symmetry, it is easy to show that (u„)r(r, w) < 0 for n < r < n + \ and

(un)r(r, w) > 0 for n - \ < r < n . (We should point out that the discontinuity

at r = n causes no problem. Indeed, the present situation is equivalent to the

situation where the diffusion is restricted to (n, n + j) x (-1, \) with normal

reflection at r = n.) Similarly, (u„)w(r, w) < 0 for 0 < w < 1. Thus

L(v„ - u„) < 0 in (n - j, n + j) x (0, I) and, by the maximum principle,
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v„ > u„.   Thus,  v„(n,w) > u„(n,w) > c{\ - w), for 0 < w < 1.   By
symmetry then, we conclude that there exists a c > 0 such that

Pn,w{w(t) = 0 for some t < on_l/2 A on+l/2 A t) >c(1 -w2),

for n > 2 and w G (-1, 1).
(2.27)

Now define

\ ( d2     d2 \ .      ^d . . d
2[dT2 + d^2)+ClSgn{r-n)d-r-C2Sèn{w)dw->

where c2 - -infr>io<uxi b2(r, io) > 0, and let Pf"w denote probabilities for

the diffusion corresponding to sén . Let

ûn{r, w) = P*w{ffn-i/2 A an+l/2 < t)

and let

Vn(r, W) = Pr,w((Tn-i/2h(Jn+l/2 < t).

Then an argument very similar to the one above shows that there exists a c > 0
such that

(2.28) P„,w(a„-i/2 Act„+i/2 < t) <c(1 -w2),     for n > 2 and w G (-1, 1).

From (2.28), Harnack's inequality and the boundary Harnack principle, it fol-
lows that there exists a c > 0 such that

(2.29) h0{n, w) < c(l - w2)h0(n, 0),    for n > 2 and iu G (-1, 1).

Using the strong Markov property with (2.26), (2.27), and (2.29), it follows
now that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.25) is bounded below by a
positive constant, independent of n and w .

We now show that the second term on the right-hand side of (2.25) con-
verges to zero as n —> oo. Let c2 = — inff>i,o<i«<i b2(r, w) > 0 as above

and define the operator sé = (l/2)d2/dw2 - c2 sgn(w)d/dw . Let P£f de-
note probabilities for the diffusion corresponding to s/ . Then by the Ikeda-

Watanabe comparison theorem [4] and symmetry considerations, it follows

that P£f(T > t) > Pr,w(y„ > t). Let A0 > 0 and y/(w) denote the leading
eigenvalue and the corresponding positive eigenfunction for -s/ in (-1,1)

with the Dirichlet boundary condition. By the parabolic maximum principle,
jP{¡f (t > t) < a//(w)e~*ot, for t > 1 and some constant c > 0. Thus

En,w7nl{yn>l/An+t} <        ^2       (n+ l)Pn,w(7n > ")

n>i/An+¡-l

<cif/(w)     ^2     {n + \)e~nk° = cny/{w),

n>l/An+l-\

where, by (2.23), lim„_00 cn = 0. Thus, for the second term on the right-hand
side of (2.25), we have the estimate

(2-30)      ,-.s<^+1 ho{r' w,)h^)E^y^>^ * Wwy
-\<w'<\

where
fl       s h0(r,w)
fn{r,w) =

sup„_1<f-<„+i _!<„,.<! h0(r', w')
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We will show that there exists a constant c > 0 such that

(2.31) f„{n, w) > c(l - w2),    for all« and it; G (-1, 1).

Since y/ is differentiable and vanishes at w = ±1, it will follow from (2.31)

that the left-hand side of (2.30) converges to zero as n —> oo, uniformly in w .

This will complete the proof of part (i).

From Harnack's inequality, it is clear that (2.31) holds for w away from ±1.

We must extend this to w near ± 1. Let gn be the minimal positive solution

of Lgn = 0 in (n - 1, oo) x (-1, 1), gn(r, ±1) = 0, and g„(n - 1, w) =

<51(_i/2ii/2)(w) , where ö > 0. By Harnack's inequality and the maximum

principle, if S is chosen sufficiently small, then

(2.32) f„(n, w) > g„{n, w),    for all n and w g (-1, 1).

Let G„ be the minimal positive solution of LGn = 0 in (n - 1, oo) x (-1, 1),

G„(r, ±1) = 0, and Gn{n — I ,w) = S . Below we will show that there exists a

c> 0 such that

(2.33) gn{n,0)>c   for all«.

From this it follows that gn(n , 0)/Gn is bounded away from zero and thus, by

Harnack's inequality and the boundary Harnack principle, there exists ac>0
such that

(2.34) gn(n, w) > cGn(n, w)   for all « and tu G (-1, 1).

Let Hn be the minimal positive solution of

fid2    id2       d \ „    .
{2äfi + 2to?+ClTr)H* = 0

in (« - 1, oo) x (-1, 1), Hn(r, ±1) = 0, Hn{n- 1, w) = 3, where, as before,

C\ — supr>1 _1<U)<1 b\(r, w) and b\ is the coefficient of d/dr in L. Then an

argument similar to the one above for un and v„ shows that L(G„ - H„) < 0.

Therefore, by the maximum principle,

(2.35) G„ > Hn.

However, note that Hn(n, w) is independent of « . Therefore, by the Hopf

maximum principle, there exists a c > 0 such that

(2.36) Hn(n, w) > c{l - w2)   for all « and tu G (-1, 1).

Now (2.31) follows from (2.32) and (2.34)-(2.36).
To complete the proof of part (i) we must show (2.33). Let g„ denote the

solution to
fid2      Id2 d \ .      .
{2dT2 + 2dw-2+Cidr)8n = 0

in (n- 1, oo) x (-j , 5), g„(r, ±5) = 0, and gn(n - I, w) — ô . An argument

similar to several used above shows that L(gn - g„) < 0 and thus, by the "

maximum principle, gn> gn in (« - 1, 00) x (-£, £). But g„{n, 0) > 0 and
is independent of n . This gives (2.33).

Part (ii). We will show that there exists a constant 0 0 such that

(2.37) Ehn\x w i"1 l{n>n+l)(r(s))ds<c,    for all « and tu G (-1, 1).
'   Jo
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From this, it will follow that

(2.38)

E^ I" a2{fr{s))) ds<c±a2{fn)),    forr>landu,e(-l,l).
r'wJo      -p2(r(s))        -   ¿Í   p2(n)

This proves tightness since, by (2.19), the series on the right-hand side of (2.38)

is convergent. It remains to prove (2.37).

Let

un(r,w) = E?° hHiH+ï){r(s))ds.

Then u„ is the minimal positive solution of Lh°un — -l(„>n+i)(r) in (1, oo) x

(-1, 1) and un{l, w) = 0. Let vn = unho- Then v„ is the minimal positive

solution of Lvn = -h0 • l{n,n+\)(f) in (1, oo) x (-1, 1), t>„(l, tu) = 0, and

vn(r, ±1) = 0. Therefore, to prove (2.37), we must show that

(2.39) v„(n + 1, w)/h0(n + l,w)<c.

Let G(r ,w,r',w') denote the Green's function for L in ( 1, oo) x (-1, 1 )

with the Dirichlet boundary condition at tu = ± 1 and r = 1. Then

/l /-oo
dw' /    dr' G{n + I, w, r', w')h(r', tu')l(„,«+i)(/•').

Now

/l yOOdw' /     dr' G(n + 1, tu , r', tu') = E„+\>wr A G\.

Therefore,

(2.40) v„{n + 1, w)/hQ(n+ 1, tu) < En+Uwx A Oi/Fn(n + 1, tu),

where
F ,       s_hp(r, w)_

suPn<r'<n+l,-l<w'<lho{r' y w')

Now Fn is almost identical to /„ in part (i) and, analogous to (2.31), there

exists a c > 0 such that

(2.41) Fn(n + I, w) > c{l - w2),    for all « and tu G (-1, 1).

Recall from part (i) that

* = 2~W~C2Sgn{w)dw~'    wherec2=   jnf   b2(r,w).

0<w<l

By the Ikeda-Watanabe comparison theorem and symmetry considerations, it

follows that En+\ jWt A G\ < E^x. Since E*x < c(l - tu2), for some c > 0,
we obtain

(2.42) En+UwT Aoi<c{l -w2),    for all n and t/; G (-1, 1).

Now (2.39) follows from (2.40)-(2.42). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. To prove the theorem, we need to prove (2.15). We con-

struct the skew product representation for the diffusion corresponding to L*0 =
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L+(V«o/«o)'V as follows. For each (r, 0, tu) G X, consider a probability space

with measure P^°g w on which live stochastic processes (r(t),w(t)) and <j>(t)

and stopping times a\ = inf{i > 0: r(t) = 1} and t = inf{t > 0: \w(t)\ = 1}

such that (r(t), w(t)) is independent of <j>(t), (r(t), w(t)) is a Markov pro-

cess up to time o\ A t starting from (r, w) and corresponding to the operator

obtained from L*° by deleting terms involving differentiation in 0, and 4>{t)

is a Brownian motion on Sd~x starting from 0 . Let

(2.43) A{r,w) = 2/p2\Vw\2(p,z)

and define

y(t)= f A{r{s),w{s))ds.
Jo

Finally, let d(t) = <p(y{t)). Then (r(t), 6(t), w{t)) under P^8w is the skew-

product representation for the diffusion on X corresponding to Lh°. We can

now write the harmonic measure as

"!?0,w{d0',dw') = Fr%>u)(0(a,) G dB', w{ax) e dw')

= PJl:8tW(<p(7(oi))ed6',w(al)€dw').

For the proof of (2.15), it will be convenient to define for each 0 g Sd~l,

a Brownian motion <pe(t) on Sd~l starting at 0 and living on a probability

space with a measure P. The corresponding expectation will be denoted by E.

We first prove (2.15a). Let / be a bounded continuous function on Sd~l x

[-1, 1] and let {(rn, 0„, tu„)}£L, c X satisfy lim^oo/-,, = oo. Define the

probability measure mn{dt, dw) = P^° e w {y{o\) G dt, w{o\) G dw). Since

</> is independent of y{o\) and tu(ffi), we can write

(2.44) j f{d,w)v^en^{de,dw) = JFBm{t, w)mn(dt, dw),

where Fen(t, q) = Ef((pdn(t), w). Since the distribution of the Brownian mo-

tion 4>e(t) on 5,rf_1 converges in total variation norm to normalized Lebesgue

measure, uniformly in 0, it follows that

(2.45) F(w) = lim Fg(t, w) exists uniformly in 0 and tu .
/—*oo

By Lemma 3(iii), Lemma 5, and (2.43), it follows that the first marginal of

mn converges weakly to the atom at infinity as n -> oo and, by Lemma 4, the

second marginal of m„ converges. These facts in conjunction with (2.45) show

that the right-hand side of (2.44) converges as « —► oo. Thus, the left-hand side

of (2.44) converges for all continuous bounded /, which proves (2.15a).

We now turn to (2.15b). It suffices to prove the following two statements:

If {(/•„, 0„, tu„)}^! c X satisfies lim rn = oo and
C1   AC\ «—»OO

(2-46) u
lim 0„ exists, then w- lim vr ° „  ,„ exists.

n—»oo n—»OO     'h ■ "n > wn

If {{rn , Qn , wn)}™=l and {(/•„ , 0„ , w'n)}™=l are sequences in X satisfying

(2.47) lim r„ = lim r'„ — oo,  6\= lim 0„ and 02 s lim 0' exist,
n—»oo n—»oo n—»oo n—»oo
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and 0i ^ 02 , then

Ï7, = w- lim i/*° e       ¿ v2 = w- lim i/*° Ql    ,.
n—>00    rn,"n,w„ n—»OO    rn'an'wn

We begin with (2.47). From Lemma 3(iii), Lemma 5, (2.41), and the skew-
product representation, the first marginal of F, must be of the form

/0°°P((pg (t) G ')p,i(dt), where pt{dt)  is a probability measure on  [0,oo).

However, the density of J0°° P(<j>g (t) G -)pi(dt) attains its unique maximum

at 0,, and 0i ^ 02 ; thus V\±v2.

We now turn to (2.46). The same proof used to prove (2.38) shows that,
analogous to (2.38),

(2.48) r>e'wJo       p2(r(s))        -   ¿ín   p2(n)

for r>m,  0 G Sd~l, and tu G (-1, 1).

Let || • || denote a metric on the space of probability measure on Sd~i which

is compatible with the topology of weak convergence and let || • ||var denote

the total variation norm on the space of measures on [-1, 1]. Since the series
on the right-hand side of (2.48) is a convergent one, it follows from Lemma

3(iii), (2.43), and (2.48) that for each £ > 0, there exists an me such that for

m > mE,

(2.49) \\Pr:e,^{7{om))e-)-ô{e){.)\\<£,

forr>m,deSd-\ and tu G (-1, 1).

The same proof as in Lemma 4 shows that there exists a probability measure n

on (-1, 1) such that for any m > 1,

(2 50)   ̂ Vte.JMOm) G •) - «llvar = 0,

uniformly over 0 e Sd~i and w e (-1, 1).

Applying the strong Markov property, we have for any m > 1,

vrnten,wn(de,dw)

vm,0',u,-(de,dw)P*giiiJ<p(y(om)) G dd',w{am) G dw').

Thus, if / is a continuous function on Sd~x x [-1, 1], then

f{d,w)urritgntWn(dd,dw)

(2.51) J
= j Fm{0',w')P^enWn{<p{y{am)) G dO',w{am) e dw'),

where Fm(6', w') = J f(6, w)vm<g, w,(dd, dw). By the translation invariance

of Brownian motion,

Fm(6' + S,w') - j f{e + 6,w)vm<e,<w,{dd, dw).

Therefore, the family {Fm(-, w), m > 1, tu G (-1,1)} of functions on

Sd~l is equicontinuous. Now an easy argument using this fact and (2.49) and

(2.50) shows that the right-hand side and, thus, also the left-hand side, of (2.51)
converges as « —» oo . This proves (2.46).

/'
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